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How the victory of gay marriage could save all. - New York Post Pew Research Center reports, data and interactive features on gay marriage and homosexuality, including public opinion, changing legal status and religious groups’ views. Slideshow: Changing Attitudes on Gay Marriage. In 2001, Americans opposed same-sex marriage by a 57% to 35 Same-sex marriage - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Some-Sex Marriage Topics Christianity Today Tennessee county seeks protection from God's wrath over same sex. Thoughtful and convincingly argued Rauch's impressive book is as enthusiastic an encomium to marriage as anyone, gay or straight, could write. ?David J. Gay Marriage: Latest News, Top Stories & Analysis - POLITICO Only a handful of gay-rights organizations existed, and their membership was sparse. Most Americans would have considered the idea of same-sex marriage 'Irish moves ahead on gay marriage. Will the rest of Europe follow Christian news and views about Same-Sex Marriage. The best articles from Christianity Today on Same-Sex Marriage. Gay Marriage and Homosexuality Pew Research Center Oct 6, 2015. Commissioner writes resolution that would protect county from God's same sex marriage wrath County commission will consider resolution in As of June 26, 2015: To date: 23 countries have legalized same-sex marriage: Argentina 2010, Belgium 2003, Brazil 2013, Canada nationwide 2005, . Gay Marriage: Why It Is Good for Gays, Good for Straights, and Good. Follow gay marriage court cases and debates, stay up-to-date on the states that allow gay marriage, and share your opinion on this gay rights issue. Civil Rights - PollingReport.com In the United States of America, same-sex marriage has been legal nationwide since June 26, 2015, when the United States Supreme Court ruled in Obergefell. #gaymarriage hashtag on Twitter 'Cowards!': Gay Marriage Supporters React Following Officials' Quick Move to Shelve Proposed Resolution Begging God to Spare County His 'Coming Wrath'. 2 days ago. Hundreds of people are formally renouncing their membership in the Mormon church in protest over a new policy that punishes same-sex Gay Marriage TheBlaze.com Browse Gay Marriage latest news and updates, watch videos and view all photos and more. Join the discussion and find more about Gay Marriage at June 26, 2015. Same sex marriage is now legal in the entire US after a Supreme Court ruling striking down state marriage bans. How did we get to this point? Gay Marriage ProCon.org September 5, 2015 • Kim Davis was put behind bars earlier this week for refusing to comply with a federal court order to issue marriage licenses to same-sex . Gay Marriage in the News - HuffPost Gay Voices - Huffington Post Oct 22, 2015. Irish lawmakers passed a bill to legalize same-sex marriage Thursday, enabling gay weddings to begin taking place as early as ?Do you support the legalization of same sex marriage? - I Side With No - 4%. Take the government out of marriage and instead make it a religious decision · 4%. No, allow civil unions for same-sex couples but don't call it marriage. Gay Marriage News, Photos and Videos - ABC News Introduction of same-sex marriage laws has varied by jurisdiction, being variously accomplished through legislative change to marriage laws, a court ruling . How legal tide turned on same-sex marriage in the US - BBC News Same-sex marriage laws differ from state to state. Read about the history of same-sex marriage and which states currently allow it. David Vitter: Gays Have 'Shoved' Same-Sex Marriage 'Down The. Gay Marriage USA. 433465 likes · 20587 talking about this. Promoting the legalization of same-sex marriage in ALL states. Hundreds of Mormons Leaving Church Over Same-Sex Marriage. ?Jun 26, 2015. In a long-sought victory for the gay rights movement, the court ruled, 5-4, that the Constitution guarantees a right to same-sex marriage. State and federal law concerning same-sex marriage, or gay marriage, has a relatively brief history, beginning with the first lawsuit seeking legal recognition of a. Gay Marriage Debate in Religious Circles Must Move Beyond Mud. Background, arguments, quotes and video on the issue, provided by a non-partisan group. Gay Marriage USA - Facebook 1 day ago. Sen. David Vitter, R-La., addressed the Jefferson Baptist Church in Baton Rouge yesterday in an attempt to burnish his conservative credentials same-sex marriage: NPR Latest news, headlines, analysis, photos and videos on Gay Marriage. Same-Sex Marriage Laws - National Conference of State Legislatures Collection of polls from various sources relating to gay marriage and civil unions. Marriage Center Human Rights Campaign Oct 21, 2015. Kentucky county clerk Kim Davis, jailed for failing to issue marriage licenses over her religious objection to same-sex marriage and members Same Sex Marriage - FindLaw Same-sex marriage in the United States - Wikipedia, the free. Marriage Recognition. Marriage-related ballot measure. Authorizes same-sex marriage. Prohibits same-sex marriage. Does not authorize or prohibit same-sex Harvard Law's Michael Klarman on gay-marriage litigation and politics Same-sex marriage - Conservapedia @GayMarriage. Twitter's #1 Source for Today's Gay Marriage & Same-Sex Marriage Rights News and other LGBT News. Visit our site! San Diego, CA U.S.A. Marriage Equality – LGBTQ Nation Oct 22, 2015. Talk about unintended consequences. The logic of the Supreme Court's decision legalizing same-sex marriage in Obergefell v. Hodges would Supreme Court Ruling Makes Same-Sex Marriage a Right Nationwide Same-sex marriage also called sodomite marriage, homosexual marriage or gay 'marriage' is a liberal attempt to advance the homosexual agenda and .